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IMAPS

International Microelectronics Assembly and Packaging Society

IMAPS leads and enables communication, education and interaction
- For the Microelectronics Packaging, Interconnect and Assembly Community

Worldwide IMAPS Chapters represent their local regions

IMAPS-UK is your local Chapter!

About IMAPS-UK –
 Founded in 1968 (as ISHM)
 Well over 100 members (March 2019):
 Student, Individual, Academic & Corporate Membership Categories
 Managed by elected volunteers (registered charity)
 Host of Discounted Technical Conferences & Educational Workshops
 Search the IMAPSource Portal
 Online presence via Industry BLOG & website: www.imaps.org.uk
 Regular newsletters with industry updates
 Downloads of past events/webinars

Membership ……
Benefits are…
• Access to :
• Regular industry newsletters
• Preferential rates and access to events (globally)
• Member access to the UK website library
• LEARNING, NETWORKING & SOURCING opportunities

Membership ……
JOIN OR RENEW NOW
– membership is valid through to 31 December 2020 …..

Corporate Member
£395
Academic Member
£95

Individual Member
£60
Student Member
Free

Annual Fees shown above are subject to VAT

Forthcoming Event Programme

IMAPS-UK: Event Programme 2020
Title

Event Type

Date

Summary

Microtech 2020

Workshop
Cupio

18 Mar 2020

Practical demonstration of X-Ray and SAM
inspection techniques

Microtech 2020

Conference
RAL

19 Mar 2020

Exploring the latest technologies for advanced
electronic production

Hi Temp and Power

Conference
NPL

28 May 2020

Packaging and material developments to meet the
electric revolution

Packaging
Fundamentals

Workshop

24 Sep 2020

Overview of materials and processes for electronics
assembly

Sensor Packaging

Workshop

12 Nov 2020

Focus on specific packaging needs for sensor
applications

Programme may be subject to change

Microtech 2020 Pre-Conference Workshop
X-Ray and SAM Inspection
Cupio Ltd, Chineham Business Park, Basingstoke, RG24 8WA
Wednesday 18th March 2020 – Afternoon from 12:00 to 17:00
Practical Demonstration of:
 X-Ray Inspection
 Scanning Acoustic Microscopy
 Question and Answer Session
 Bookings:
www.imaps.org.uk/events/microtech-2020-pre-conference-x-ray-inspectionworkshop/

 Bring Your Own Samples for Inspection
 Registration is closing – Book by Sunday 15th March 2020
 Subject to Corona Virus policy at Cupio Ltd

Microtech 2020 Conference and Exhibition
Advanced Packaging
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Harwell Campus, Didcot, Oxon
Thursday 19th March 2020
Learn about the Latest Developments in:
 System in Package for 5G Applications
 3D Packaging Technologies
 Plastic Packaging Technologies
 Thermal Management and Materials
 Bookings via: www.imaps.org.uk/events/microtech-2020-advanced-packaging/

 Registration is closing – Book by Sunday 15th March 2020
 Subject to Corona Virus policy at RAL

Power and High Temperature 2020 Conference
Manufacturing Challenges and Solutions for the Electric Revolution
National Physical Laboratory (NPL), Teddington
Thursday 28th May 2020
5 Key Reasons to Attend:
 End User Requirements – hear about the challenges facing transportation and
industrial applications
 Substrate Technologies – overcoming thermal management issues
 Sintering Materials – a viable alternative to solders and adhesives?
 Materials Testing – ensuring long term reliability and fitness for purpose
 Manufacturing Solutions – proven processes for extended temperature
performance

 Registration will open on Monday 16th March 2020

1968 - 2020

Supporting Microelectronic Research,
Development & Manufacturing in the UK

iMAPS UK RELQUAL 2020

Quality and Reliability
for Electronic Assembly
Dave Phillips
Technical Manager
Testing Solutions (Abtest)
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BIO– DAVID PHILLIPS
General / Technical Manager of Abtest Limited
20 years experience of performing environmental /
vibration and reliability testing to the harshest
international standards.
“I get paid to break things”

© TT Electronics
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ABTEST LIMITED

A long history in the testing and qualification of components and systems, for
high reliability and to the harshest of environmental conditions.
• Abtest limited is a wholly owned subsidiary of TT Electronics plc.

0042

• Providing accredited test facilities to a wide range of industrial sectors including
Aerospace and defence, Automotive, Transportation, Medical and General
Industrial.
• Over 50 year experience in the testing of components and assemblies to the
harshest environmental conditions, to all recognized international standards
© TT Electronics
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TT ELECTRONICS PLC
A pedigree in the design and manufacture of components and systems, designed for high
reliability in the harshest on environmental conditions.
• TT Electronics is a global provider of high reliability / harsh environment components and
complex assemblies
• Global footprint across the US, Asia, and Europe with circa 6000 Employees.
• Revenue in 2018 of over £400M.
• Partnered with major OEM’s across most industry sectors.
© TT Electronics
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WE CAN SPLIT PHYSICAL TESTING INTO 2 DISTINCT GROUPS

SIMULATED
(QUALIFICATION)

STIMULATED
(INDUCE STRESS ABOVE NORMAL)

© TT Electronics
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SIMULATED ( QUALIFICATION )

The aim is to generate stresses within the product that represent real world environments

Climatic

Dynamic

Solvent Resistance / Fluid Contamination

© TT Electronics
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DESIGN LEVEL VERTIFICATION

© TT Electronics
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HOT AND COLD ENVIRONMENT

The aim is to generate stresses within the product that represent real world environments.

The aim of this test is to generate high and low temperature environments to test for
correct operation of test articles and the ability withstand hot and cold storage
environments.
Climatic testing can be combined with shock and vibration to further simulate the
expected environmental conditions to which your product will be subjected.

© TT Electronics
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THERMAL SHOCK AND THERMAL CYCLING

The aim is to generate stresses within the product that represent real world environments

The aim of this test is to generate high and low temperature environments to test for
correct operation of test articles and ability withstand hot / cold storage Environments.
Transition between hot and cold environments can be induced to increase stress by
inducing thermal gradients within test articles
Combined Climatic testing can be combined with shock and vibration to further
simulate the expected environmental conditions to which your product will be
subjected.

© TT Electronics
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HUMIDITY

The aim is to generate stresses within the product that represent real world environments

We can simulate conditions such as humidity (10% to saturation) over various
temperature conditions
These can simulate various environments for example, Hot and Humid Jungle conditions
or induced condensation for difference in ambient temperate and product temperature.

© TT Electronics
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GAS CORROSION

Generate corrosive atmospheres that attack and corrode expose test articles

Gas corrosion is an accelerated means of determining the suitability of materials to be
used in indoor equipment operating environments, as well as external environments
which may be polluted with Sulphur combustion products or hydrogen sulphide.
Sulphur Dioxide (SO2)
Testing is used to determine the corrosive effects on contacts, connections and other products, where exposure to Sulphur combustion
polluted atmospheres could occur.
Hydrogen Sulphide (H2S)
This determines the effect of tarnishing on silver and silver alloys for contacts, connections and other products. As with Sulphur dioxide, it
also covers the effect on the tightness or effectiveness of wrapped or crimped connections.
Mixed Flowing Gas
TT Electronics also has non-accredited test facilities for performing mixed flowing gas. This helps to determine the corrosive influence on
electronic products, components, equipment and materials. The atmosphere is made up of a mix of four different gasses at various
concentrations. The gasses used are Sulphur dioxide, hydrogen sulphide, chlorine and nitrogen dioxide. The test can be performed at
varying temperatures and humidity levels.
© TT Electronics
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SALT SPRAY

Generate corrosive atmospheres that attack and corrode expose test articles

• The aim of this test is to generate a
highly corrosive “fog or mist” that
attacks and corrodes exposed surfaces
• Salt Mist/Spray/Fog
• Acid Rain ( Kerstenich )
• Salt Mist/Spray/Fog with Sulphur
Dioxide (SO2) injection

© TT Electronics
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DYNAMIC TESTING ( VIBRATION / SHOCK / BUMP / FREE FALL / DROP & TOPP
The aim is to generate mechanical stresses within the product that represent real world environments

In dynamic testing we aim to induce
mechanical stress ( fatigue ) with the test
articles to failure.
Different modes of vibration testing can
be selected to best represent the
expected operating environment of the
test article.
We can select specialist modes to
represent for example automotive,
aerospace with differing powerplants,
tracked vehicles.
We can also record actual measured data
for example from field tests and replay
this back through the test system for a
“Live” real world test.

© TT Electronics
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STIMULATED ( INDUCE STRESS ABOVE NORMAL )

In these tests we aim to induce failure at an advanced rate to aid failure analysis and corrective action

HALT (highly accelerated life testing)

HASS (Highly Accelerated Stress Screening)

ESS (Environment Stress Screening)

Climatic

Dynamic
© TT Electronics
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STIMULATED ( HALT )

The aim is to generate stresses within the product that exceed real world environments but hasten the
identification of any latent defect to aid
HALT is a stress testing methodology used to
improve the robustness and reliability of the
product design. During HALT, a product is
stressed beyond the product specifications to
identify design weaknesses early in the
development stage.
It focuses on exposures such as temperature
and vibration to determine its operational and
destruct limits. The testing method allows
redesign as needed at a lower product
development cost, improves time-to-market and
discovers the physical limitations of a design.
The product is stimulated and monitored to
identify limits and any failure points.
© TT Electronics
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STIMULATED ( HASS )

The aim is to generate stresses within the product that exceed real world environments but hasten the
identification of any latent defects.
HASS is also a stress testing methodology performed to improve
the reliability of the finished product. While HALT is performed
during the development stage, HASS is performed during the
manufacturing stage and otherwise prior to shipment and sale. It
guarantees ongoing reliability of the product and adheres to the
design changes built during HALT.
Taking the information from HALT testing, thermal and vibration
limits are set between the extreme failure points of HALT and the
normal operating limits. The new goal is to quickly apply limited
stress to the product so that you avoid customers receiving
products that are DOA (Dead on Arrival) or experiencing early
failure.

© TT Electronics
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STIMULATED ( ESS )

The aim is to generate stresses within the product that exceed real world environments but hasten the
identification of any latent defects.
ESS is also a stress testing methodology performed to improve the
reliability of the finished product. ESS is performed during the
manufacturing stage and otherwise prior to shipment and sale.
The main difference between HASS and ESS is that generally ESS is
applied within the normal operating condition of the product,
where both HALT and HASS take place outside the normal range.
The new goal is to quickly apply limited stress to the product so that
you avoid customers receiving products that are DOA (Dead on
Arrival) or experiencing early failure

© TT Electronics
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STIMULATED ( DYNAMIC )

The aim is to generate stresses within the product that exceed real world environments but hasten the
identification of any latent defects.

We can use exiting simulation tests to stress articles above normal limits by for
example increasing existing vibration tests by a fixed factor or extended the duration of
testing
We can also stress parts by vibrating the articles at know resonant points, and track
any changes to force the product to fail.

© TT Electronics
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STIMULATED ( ESS )

The aim is to generate stresses within the product that exceed real world environments but hasten the
identification of any latent defects.

We can use exiting simulation test to stress articles above normal limits by for example
extending the duration of test or combing multiple stresses ( Thermal / Humidity / Cyclic )
together to create a more aggressive test.

© TT Electronics
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SIMULATED TESTING
– COMPUTER AIDED ENGINEERING
Why do we still need physical testing to be performed?

We now have access to powerful tools that can enable us to simulate both Machinal ( Vibration )
and Thermal response and reliability with the CAE environment.
Why carry our physical testing?
All simulated testing rely on models to generate the output from the simulation, but these
models are never perfect, as such the ultimate test is still physical test. This is especially true
when testing using combined stresses.
That said, there is a place for computer simulation in a well designed NPI process. Many issues
can be rectified at this early design stage, thus simplifying the physical testing and improve the
overall result and ease of NPI.
© TT Electronics
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Practical Look at New Product Introduction (NPI)
and Design for Manufacture

Bob Willis
bobwillis.co.uk
1

2

Bob Willis – bobwillis.co.uk

Bob Willis
Bob Willis currently operates a training and consultancy business based in England. Bob was a member of the SMART Technical Committee,
which has now become SMTA Europe. Although a specialist for companies implementing Surface Mount and Lead-Free Technology Mr Willis
provides training and consultancy in most areas of electronic manufacture. He runs theory and hands on workshops and monthly online
webinars worldwide. He has worked with the GEC Technical Directorate as Surface Mount Co-Coordinator for both the Marconi and GEC group
of companies and prior to that he was Senior Process Control Engineer with Marconi Communication Systems, where he had worked since his
apprenticeship. Following his time with GEC he became Technical Director of an electronics contract manufacturing company where he formed
a successful training and consultancy division
As a process engineer, he was involved in all aspects of electronic production and assembly involved in setting up production processes and
evaluating materials; this also involved obtaining company approval on a wide range of Marconi's processes and products including printed
circuit board manufacture. During the period with Marconi, experience was gained in methods and equipment for environmental testing of
components, printed boards and assemblies with an interest developed in many areas of defect analysis. Over the last 30 years he has been
involved in all aspects of surface mounted assembly, both at production and quality level and during that time has been involved in training
production staff. Process and quality engineers in many aspects of modern production

Find out more at:
Bobwillis.co.uk
bob@bobwillis.co.uk

Bob Willis has been involved with the introduction and implementation of lead-free process technology during the introduction of RoHS in
Europe. He received A SOLDERTEC/Tin Technology Global Lead-Free Award for his contribution to the industry, helping implementation of the
technology. Bob has been a contributor to Global SMT magazine since its launch. He was responsible for co-ordination and introduction of the
First series of hands-on lead-free training workshops in Europe for Cookson Electronics during 1999-2002. These events were run in France,
Italy and the UK and involved lead-free theory, hands-on paste printing, reflow, wave and hand soldering exercises. Each non-commercial event
provided the first opportunity for engineers to get first-hand experience in the use of lead-free production processes and money raised from the
events was presented to local charity. More recently he co-ordinated the SMART Group Lead-Free Hands on Experience at Nepcon Electronics
2003. This gave the opportunity for over 150 engineers to process four different PCB solder finishes, with two different lead-free pastes through
convection and vapour phase reflow. He also organised the Lead-Free Experience 2, 3 + 4 in 2004-2006
He has also run training workshops with research groups like ITTF, SINTEF, NPL & IVF in Europe. Bob has organised and run three lead-free
production lines at international exhibitions Productronica, Hanover Fair and Nepcon Electronics in Germany and England to provide an insight
to the practical use of lead-free soldering on BGA Ball Grid Array, CSP Chip Scale Package, 0210 chip and through hole intrusive reflow
connectors. This resulted in many technical papers being published in Germany, USA and the United Kingdom. Bob also defined the process
and assisted with the set-up and running of the first Simultaneous Double Sided Lead-Free Reflow process using tin/silver/copper for reflow of
through hole and surface mount products
Bob also had the pleasure of contributing a small section to the first Lead-Free Soldering text book “Environment - Friendly Electronics: LeadFree Technology” written by Jennie Hwang in 2001. The section provided examples of the type of lead-free defects companies may experience
in production. Further illustrations of lead-free joints have been featured in here most recent publication “Implementing Lead-Free Electronics”
2005. He has helped produce booklets on x-ray inspection and lead-free defects with DAGE Industries, Balver Zinn and SMART Group
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What component type causes you most problems?
BGA
27%

Through hole
19%

Fine pitch QFP
20%

QFN/LGA
18%
Chip components
16%
Bob Willis webinar survey 100 engineers
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Solder Paste Volume Changes

The stencil aperture design can change based on the degree of component package warp. This will be dependent on the
PCB design limitations, clearances and measured warp during reflow. Greater volume of solder paste in selected areas
can overcome some known coplanarity issues making sure the solder spheres are always in contact with the paste. An
increase in stencil aperture may range between 20-40um
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Secondary Reflow & Open Circuits

Bob’s experiment with ground BGA sections
reflowed monitoring the top & bottom temperature.
The video show separation on the bottom and top
of selected joints

Examples of secondary reflow and opens due to
package via type and layout under the BGA. The
work and investigation was conducted by Steven
Perng & Weidong Xie Cisco Systems Inc
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What is your most common PCB problem?
Via failure
8%
Delamination
11%

Solder mask
12%

Cosmetic faults
24%

Finish solderability
45%
Bob Willis webinar survey 100 engineers
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Which process contributes most to your defect levels?
Selective soldering
18%

Reflow soldering
35%

Wave soldering
11%

Paste printing
21%

Placement
15%

Reflow is
not invisible
to the eye

Bob Willis webinar survey 100 engineers
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Main reason for conformally coating your boards?
Electrical
specification
19%

Mechanical
support…

Tin whiskers
3%

Gaseous
corrosion
6%

Corrosion/dendrites
64%
Bob Willis webinar survey 100 engineers
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Copper Dendrite Under QFN Package

Dendrites under the QFN caused intermittent failure of the boards during operation. The video clip
illustrates the way in which dendrites can form based exposure to moisture when voltage and
contamination are present
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DFM, Process Audits & Failures
Design For Manufacture Assessment
Product Process Documentation
Failure Analysis Information
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NPI Prototype & Pre-Production Validation
This form should be used as a travelling record for prototype or preproduction of a new product. The responsible person at each stage in
manufacture must confirm that the printed circuit board has been correctly
designed and manufactured to allow successful assembly
It must also be confirmed that all necessary documentation, Build of
Materials (BOM) is available together with all tooling, assembly aids and
programming information. Documentation for all parts must confirm they are
RoHS compliant with supporting supplier documents
Process yield, number of defects and types must be recorded/photographed
and investigated on each of the products built. This allows a cost value to be
placed on poor design
A full set of 20 forms as a soft copy are available to download
17

NPI Prototype & Pre-Production Validation
Design Review Reference Number:
Board Type/Name:
Board Reference Number:
Board Issue State:
Board Quantity:
Production Engineer Responsible:
Telephone/email:
Manufacturing Start Date:
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NPI Prototype and Pre-Production Validation
If the following information is not supplied with the boards or problems
exist with the design the process stage must not be signed off. An
accurate record must be maintained of the assembly and soldering
performance at each stage of manufacture. A record of consumable
materials used during trials and all process settings must also be kept.
Any missing information or specific processing problems must be
highlighted on the form and not signed off until corrective action has
been initiated. All documentation report photographs, instructions sheets
and files should be located on the company server in a single named folder.
Check all the following documentation is present before proceeding
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NPI Prototype and Pre-Production Validation
Drawing of the printed board and finished assembly
Copy of the assembly parts listing
Details of the assembly sequence/step by step photo guide
Special second stage masking requirements
Copy of the conventional and surface mount component co-ordinates
Design information/gerber files for solder paste stencil plus modifications/alloy type
Drawing/documentation on special requirements/modifications/inspection criteria
Tooling for automatic assembly, reflow, wave soldering and rework
List of non-standard components requiring process compatibility verification
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PCB Assembly Sequence
Solder Paste Printing
(solder paste stencil references, solder paste alloy type, flux type and inspection requirements)

Comments:

Supervisor

Inspector

Quantity Passed

23

PCB Assembly Sequence
Reflow Soldering
(Temperature profiles and machine settings, inspection and fixturing and component storage)

Comments:

Profiler file/s reference, location & attachment method:
Supervisor

Inspector

Quantity Passed
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PCB Assembly Sequence
PPM Monitoring Opportunities
Defect Opportunities:
Stencil printing

Stencil aperture count

Component placement

Component count

Reflow soldering

Solder joint count

Wave soldering

Solder joint count

Selective soldering

Solder joint count

Manual soldering

Solder joint count

Supervisor

Inspector

Quantity Passed

AOI or X-ray Inspection
(Surface mount, area array and pin in paste reflow assembly)

Comments:

Inspection Images/file/s reference location:
Supervisor

Inspector

Quantity Passed
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Authorisation for Design Release to Manufacture
Signature

Date

Design Manager

Purchasing Manager

Production Engineering Manager

Production Manager

Test Manager

Quality Manager
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DFM, Process Audits & Failures
Design For Manufacture Assessment
Product Process Documentation
Failure Analysis Information
Determine Product Failure
37

Process Simulation Background
To the best of our knowledge the first commercial equipment for reflow simulation was used by Panasonic
to examine new components and design rules. It was first shown at conferences during the introduction of
lead-free assembly in early 2000. The equipment was then made commercially available in Japan by
Malcolm and now worldwide
Other suppliers have produced system for optical video simulation like Cores in Japan who offer systems
for the Japanese market. Cores were one of the first to offer x-rays systems to allow observation on reflow
soldering process. However, this technique was also demonstrated by Fraunhofer University in German.
They produced their own system for project work and have shown results at different conferences. Most
recently during crash testing of cars, although this system is a little larger. The university also recorded
some of the authors early intrusive reflow examples for Harting Connectors
X-ray system supplier Glenbrook has used their systems to show BGA reflow around 2000. DAGE has
shown the use of x-ray video simulation in Japan and more recently in Europe. In 2019 PDR have
developed a system with support from Yxlon
However if we are looking at process simulation rather than just reflow there are many of the authors
example videos of experiments helping customer solve problems and improve manufacturing yield. All of
the NPL Defect of the Month Videos are featured on our YouTube Channel
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Optical Video Simulation

Three examples of video simulation to show up a soldering problem or to help demonstrate a process
or problem to engineers during training workshops. The first example shows reflow of paste and ball
to form a joint. The second shows outgassing from a plated through hole which will lead to blow holes
or pin holes in through hole solder joints. The third shows dewetting of a through hole joint on the pad
surface. A well defined solder joint is shown to de-wet when the solder is reflowed again
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X-Ray Video Simulation

Through solder vias on PoP packages being
reflowed together

Through hole connector being reflowed with
solder paste to look for outgassing and voids

Reflow boards and components in x-ray while videoing the reflow process. With x-ray its possible to see
hidden parts of the assembly. Just like optical we are trying to simulate the actual process as close to that
used during assembly. In this way you should be able to see defects occurring which would normally be
hidden from view
Bob Willis has authored two books on Pin In Hole & PoP Design and Assembly free to download
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Reflow Simulation from Malcolm
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Solder Paste Testing

Example of solder paste being tested during reflow, the first sample was back in 1978 when as a
young engineer I was testing out solder pastes for production. The second example to the right a
paste which is representative of current technology, defiantly not the first example
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Nitrogen Reflow Simulation
Yes Bob is a hands on guy soldering samples in a
large glove box with nitrogen to look at the impact on
soldering yields with the team at NPL
We have compared soldering yields with air and
nitrogen plus comparing solder joint stand off height
and joint reliability. This resulted in solder joint
predictive software with University collaboration, the
work is also covered in reports from the NPL library
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X-Ray Video Simulator from DAGE

Example of a reflow simulator which is placed inside an x-ray system. This allows reflow with a
defined profile for the product and paste while observing the results under x-ray. Basically designed
for reflow simulation but can be used for material, component testing and failure analysis
Test system available from Nordson DAGE
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High Speed Simulation

Solder balls from wave soldering

01005 capacitors jumping due to static

Using high and ultra high speed video can be expensive. Its now possible using current
home video cameras to record above 1000 fps. They have the speed capability to capture
many process problems as video flies which can be slowed down further provided the
resolution and lighting are good enough
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Solder Beading

Solder beading are really solder balls beside different components after reflow. The reason they are
called solder beads rather than balls is to avoid confusion. The solder squeezes out from under the
package during reflow. The simple fix is to reduce the volume of solder paste by changing the stencil
aperture shape
The real cause of the problem is the design rules for the pad and solder mask being incorrect!!!
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Void Formation

There are many reasons for voids in solder joints after reflow. This simple video simulation of reflow with a high
temperature oil proved the root cause. Outgassing from the board during reflow of the paste under QFN components. Just
a few minuets on the shop floor looking at what is happening can save a lot of profiling time and redesign of stencils
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Solder Squeeze Out

Reflow simulation of an underfilled component during rework. This can happen when rework profiles are incorrect.
Normally its less dramatic leading to open/intermittent circuits but in this case a lot of solder has migrated from the
BGA joints to the edge of the package. Solder joint becomes liquid and pressure forces the solder out to the edge
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Plating Outgassing

Example of simple tests on pin and its plating to show gassing from the plated surface. This caused a
lot of very small voids at the solder joint interface. This reduced the strength of the joints after
assembly. We have experienced this type of issue on a number of tin plated connectors
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Head in Pillow

Example of simple tests to show head in
pillow optically for Alpha Metals USA
Sales Conference and using x-ray on a
DAGE system to prove out the design of
an area array and through hole test
board for demonstrations
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Testing PCB Assemblies

Testing products in condensing environments has been popular in the automotive industry for many years. Now
with more control of the test method NPL have been able to propose draft saturation testing methods. In addition
immersion testing has been seen as a quicker way of comparing products which NPL are also investigating
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Drop Testing PCB Assemblies

Testing conducted by Rochester Institute of Technology
Andrew Daya, Dr S Manian Ramkumar
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Practical Look at New Product Introduction (NPI)
and Design for Manufacture

If you would like a copy of my books &
defect guides just let me know at coffee break

Bob Willis
bobwillis.co.uk
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